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1.

2.

Introduction
1.1

The council is increasingly working in partnership with local organisations, groups,
other public, private and ‘third sector’ bodies to achieve its objectives for the local
community. Partnership working can add many benefits to the delivery of services
by enabling the council to develop better understanding of the needs of the public
through shared perspectives. This, in turn, can result in the avoidance of
duplication, sharing of skills, knowledge and data, securing of additional
resources, improved service delivery to the customer and improved customer
satisfaction

1.2

The council has a Corporate Register of Partnerships which provides a central
record of partnerships in which the council is involved. The register is available on
the council website and is reviewed and updated on an annual basis; the last
review took place in April 2019.

1.3

This year reflects the new administration and updated objectives and how the
partnerships support the new Corporate Plan.

Community and Leisure Committee
2.1

The current partnerships that most directly relate to the work of the Community &
Leisure Committee are as follows:
2.1.1

Altogether Safer – Reducing Violence Against Women & Girls (VAWG)

2.1.2

CCTV Partnership

2.1.3

Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership

2.2

3.

2.1.4

GO TRADE

2.1.5

Gravesham Arts Council

2.1.6

Gravesham Gateway

2.1.7

G-Safe

2.1.8

Thames Defence Heritage

More detailed information regarding the partnerships overleaf is shown at
appendix two to enable the committee to develop an understanding of these
partnerships and the contribution they make to delivering services to the
community.

Background Papers
3.1

Background papers pertaining to this report are as follows:


Working in Partnership Framework – April 2016



Corporate Register of Partnerships – April 2019

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be
directed to Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary
arrangements.
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IMPLICATIONS
Legal

Finance and Value
for Money

Risk Assessment

Data Protection
Impact Assessment

APPENDIX 1
There are no legal implications resulting from this report.
As a requirement of the council’s Working in Partnership Framework, all potential
partnership opportunities and shared working arrangements are formally
considered by the Monitoring Officer to ensure that the legal aspects of proposals
are taken into account prior to entering into a new arrangement.
Partnerships and shared working arrangements can present financial and value for
money savings to the council. The council’s Working in Partnership Framework
requires all potential partnership opportunities and shared working arrangements to
be formally considered by the Section 151 Officer to ensure that the financial
aspects of all proposals are taken into account prior to entering into a new
partnership.
Partnership working is becoming more and more prevalent in the work of the
council and is a key factor in the efficient and effective delivery of services and
corporate objectives. It is therefore important that the council maintains
comprehensive information regarding the partnerships it is involved in to enable
effective consideration of partnership working arrangements as a contribution to the
achievement of corporate objectives
A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) should be carried out at the start of
any major project involving the use of personal data or if you are making a
significant change to an existing process.
a. Does the project/change being recommended through this paper involve the
processing of personal data or special category data or criminal offence data?
No

Equality Impact
Assessment

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No
b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
No
In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted
in the table above

Corporate Plan

Crime and Disorder

Digital and website
implications

Partnership and shared working arrangements will contribute to all of the Corporate
Plan objectives in particular, #3 Progress by being an entrepreneurial authority
looking at ways to be successful in managing an ever-increasing demand for our
services and customer expectations on the quality we provide.
The full Corporate Register of Partnerships includes information regarding the
Community Safety Partnership and G-Safe.

There are no direct digital and website implications with this report.

Safeguarding
children and
vulnerable adults

The full Corporate Register of Partnerships includes information regarding the
Children's Boards that are in operation across the council.
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